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ABSTRACT

The paths of anticyclonic Loop Current eddies in the western Gulf of Mexico 
have been investigated using ARGOS-tracked drifters accompanied by 
hydrographic surveys. The analysis used orbit parameters derived from a least 
square fit of a translating ellipse kinematic model and showed that paths from 
four quite different eddies had a number of similar features. They are a general 
increase in rotational period over time, clockwise rotation of ellipse axes that 
slows with time and often becomes stationary in the far western Gulf, swirl 
velocities that decay quite slowly, and a tendency of the eddies to have low 
divergence. In three cases, 20- to 30-day oscillations of the orbit parameters 
were observed. Translation velocities of the orbits showed the characteristic 
stalls and sprints that have been previously observed. In two cases, stalls and 
deviations from solid body rotation could be attributed to the presence of 
vigorous lower continental slope cyclones situated to the northwest of the 
eddies in question. Comparison of relative vorticity, calculated from orbits and 
hydrography, showed reasonable agreement though deviations from solid body 
rotation were found in all cases. Vorticity also remained fairly constant for the 
3–6-month periods investigated. Major perturbations were tentatively attributed 
to absorption of weaker, older Loop Current anticyclones in the western Gulf.

Statistics on eddy characteristics, derived from drifters, were compiled for 10 
eddies between 1985 and 1995. The paths were separated into two, east and 
west of 94°W, corresponding to the deep western basin and under the influence 
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of the steep western slope, respectively. The paths occupied a broad band of 
2°–3° latitude in width in the center of the basin with a mean west-southwest 
trend. There were no apparent preferred paths either in the main basin or near 
the western slope where eddies were equally likely to move northward or 
southward along the boundary. Eddy paths also showed frequent occurrences 
of 20- to 30-day anticyclonic perturbations similar to that found from the individual analyses. 

1. Introduction  

The characteristics of large Loop Current (LC) anticyclonic eddies have been derived primarily from numerous satellite-
tracked drifters over the past decade and a half. Kirwan et al. (1984b) introduced a model of a translating ellipse for 
kinematic analysis of drifter paths in eddies, and it has been applied to LC eddies in the western Gulf of Mexico. A similar 
model for eddy drifter paths, but using a more straightforward least square fit approach to derive the ellipse parameters, was 
developed by Glenn et al. (1990). This latter model has been adopted for this study. Kinematic analyses have been used for 
eddies approaching the western Mexican slope in the southwest around 23°N (Kirwan et al. 1984b, 1988) and around 25°N 
(Lewis et al. 1989). The latter, known as “Fast Eddy”  or eddy B, was modeled numerically by Smith (1986), and many 
features of the interaction with the slope were captured. They include the distortion of the nearly circular eddy as it 
approached the slope, the generation of a companion cyclone to the north, and the subsequent movement of the anticyclone–
cyclone pair eastward, off the slope, and southward. Glenn and Ebbesmyer (1993) tracked a major western gulf eddy with 
multiple buoys. They showed that, once free of the LC, its path across the Gulf was characterized by alternate sprints and 
stalls. During the sprints, the eddy was essentially in solid body rotation. However, in the stalls the effects of topographic 
and planetary Rossby wave dispersion were evident in the displacements of the centers of different simultaneous orbits such 
that centers of the buoys with increasing radii were displaced in the direction of propagation realized in the subsequent 
sprint. The reasons for the stalls were not determined, but there were some hints from other data that other features may 
have played a role.

As anticyclones approach the steep Mexican slope in the western Gulf, there are complex interactions with the existing 
eddy field, including remnants of older LC anticyclones and the slope topography. Vidal et al. (1994) documented a case, 
from an extensive hydrographic survey of a large portion of the western Gulf where the anticyclone was sandwiched 
between two cyclones. The cyclones were large and vigorous and were apparently gaining mass and vorticity from the 
anticyclone. Strong onshore–offshore transports occurred between the eddies, affecting exchange with the narrow Mexican 
shelf. Similar kinds of complexity, usually involving cyclone–anticyclone pairs, have been shown to exist along the western 
boundary by Merrell and Morrison (1981), Brooks and Legeckis (1982), and Vidal et al. (1992). Biggs et al. (1996) 
described the interaction of eddy Triton with a vigorous cyclone in the western Gulf that resulted in the anticyclone being 
split into two parts. The existence of persistent cyclones in the central basin and over the northern Louisiana–Texas slope, 
which were apparently not directly connected to LC eddies, was shown by Hamilton (1992). 

Kinematic analyses of drifters, and most theoretical models (e.g., Smith 1986; Nof 1988), tend to treat LC eddies as 
isolated features. There is increasing evidence from hydrographic surveys (e.g., Vidal et al. 1994), and more recently satellite 
altimetry (Johnson et al. 1992; Leben et al. 1993), that the eddies are propagating through a field of features, and this helps 
to explain the variety of paths and translation velocities of these eddies in the central and western Gulf. Despite this, the 
orbital periods, velocities, and relative vorticities of eddies not interacting with the western boundary or merging with 
another anticyclone remain reasonably consistent with being in an isolated feature. This implies that most of the exchange of 
mass, momentum, and vorticity occurs at the periphery and does not strongly affect the central core where drifters typically 
orbit.

The present study extends the case histories of LC eddies using drifters deployed during the LATEX1 program. Eddies U, 
V, W, and Y were seeded with drifters. Prior to this sequence, eddy T separated from the LC in June 1991 and has been 
analyzed by Biggs et al. (1996). A difference with previous drifter-based analyses is that these eddies were surveyed by ship 
and aircraft a number of times, particularly when they were close to the northern slope. Properties derived from 
hydrographic surveys (including a few AXCP profiles) can be compared to those derived from the drifters. Events captured 
by both drifters and hydrographic surveys that provide information on the interactions of LC anticyclones with other eddies 
are a major focus of this paper.

Previous analysis of the statistics of eddy paths in the western Gulf was performed by Vukovich and Crissman (1986) 
using satellite Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) imagery. They found three preferred paths, the most 
common being the southwesterly path implied by planetary and topographic Rossby wave dispersion; the least common, a 
path parallel to the northern slope such as that taken by eddy B (Lewis et al. 1989). This database of AVHRR imagery was 
limited to the winter months with the usual problems of tracking eddies from AVHRR imagery when extensive cloud cover 
is often present. In this study, the ensemble statistics of 10 eddies that were tracked using drifters between 1985 and 1995 
have been compiled and analyzed.

● D. C. Biggs 



2. Data  

The database consists primarily of drifter tracks and hydrographic surveys using aircraft-deployed AXBTs and AXCPs 
and ship-deployed XBTs and CTD casts. Current meter data is available from the shelf break moorings deployed by the 
LATEX A program. Tables 1  and 2  give the details on the ARGOS-tracked drifters and hydrographic surveys, 
respectively. All the drifters are clearwater World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE)–type drifters with holey sock 
drogue elements with the indicated dimensions (Table 1 ). Between three and eight ARGOS position fixes per day are 
usual for a drifter in the Gulf of Mexico. The AXBT/AXCP flights were conducted by the LATEX C program and the slope 
hydrographic cruises by the Texas A&M University Gulf Cetacean surveys (GulfCet) and Ship of Opportunity Program 
(SOOP) projects. CTD stations were sampled with a Sea Bird 9/11 and were taken at approximately 75-km intervals. XBTs 
were used between CTD stations to increase the resolution of the sampling. The LATEX A program deployed conventional 
taut-line moorings on the 200-m isobath on the Texas shelf. Each mooring was equipped with three current m, an Endeco at 
10 or 12 m, and two Aanderaa RCM4s at 100 m and 10 m from the bottom. The positions are given in Fig. 1 . Moorings 
49 and 12 were deployed in water depths of 500 m. These data were used to enhance the velocities obtained from the 
aircraft surveys as appropriate.

a. Buoy orbit analysis  

The drifter position data are filtered and smoothed using a modification of the method of successive corrections and 
Gaussian filters given by Pedder (1993). The modification calculates smoothed and interpolated latitudes and longitudes of 
the positions as a function of time rather than a constructed gridded field in two-dimensional space as in the original method. 
The influence timescale for the drifter tracks is usually 28 h. Thus, motions with timescales less than about 3 days are 
filtered out of the smoothed drifter tracks. The positions age resampled at 6-h intervals. Smoothed and filtered tracks are 
used for all calculations and figures (e.g., Fig. 1 ). 

The drifter tracks are analyzed by least square fitting a diverging, translating ellipse to the smoothed position data. The 
method follows Glenn et al. (1990). The equations fit to a drifter orbit are

 

where

1. x, y are the coordinates of the modeled buoy track; 

2. x0, y0 is the t = 0 center position of the ellipse;

 

3. u,  are the x and y components of the center translation velocity; 

4. a, b are the major and minor axes of the ellipses; 

5. θ is the inclination of the major axis to the east or x axis; 

6. ω is the orbital frequency; 

7.  is the t = 0 phase of the orbit; 

8. D is the divergence. 



Latitudes and longitudes are transformed into the (x, y) coordinate system using standard f-plane projections. Minor 
differences from the Glenn et al. (1990) method of least square fitting (1) and (2) to buoy positions are that the smoothed 
equally spaced tracks are used, (u, ) are constrained to be (dx0/dt, dy0/dt), and that the period T, over which the orbit is fit, 

adapts by iteration so that T(k) = 2π/ω(k−1), where ω(k) is given by the least square solution to (1) and (2). Thus, all that is 

required is an estimate of T(0) for the first orbit of the drifter track. Here T is allowed to change by daily increments between 
sets of iterations until convergence.

The estimation of the parameters proceed by daily increments with the results of the previous least square fit providing the 

initial estimates for the current calculation. The adaption of T to the calculated orbit frequency was found to improve the χ2 
of the fit in almost all cases over assuming a constant period for the orbit fits. Thus, it is not necessary to segment a drifter 
track into sections where different orbit periods (found by trial and error) predominate as in Glenn et al. (1990). The model 
fits work satisfactorily when there are data points in all four quadrants of the elliptical orbit. The advantages of using Glenn 
et al. (1990) over the original method of Kirwan et al. (1984b; 1987) are primarily the advantages accruing from robust 
nonlinear least square methods. Both methods essentially solve the same kinematic equations; therefore, there should be no 
significant differences in results from either model.

Useful quantities derived from the ellipse parameters include the geometric mean radius rω = (ab)1/2, the mean swirl 
velocity r, the ellipse eccentricity e = a/b, and the relative vorticity , where

 = −ω(e + 1/e).(3) 

This latter formula assumes that the eddy is in solid body rotation and, for a circular eddy, depends only on the period of 
rotation.

b. AXCP profiles  

The velocity shear profiles from the AXCPs are smoothed by least square fitting cubic splines to the u and  components. 

This removes most of the high-frequency fluctuations with wave numbers greater than 20 to 50 m−1. There is 
considerable inertial–internal wave energy in most of these profiles. The XCP measures velocity relative to a reference 
velocity that is constant with depth. This is estimated by averaging the smoothed velocity components between about 750 m 
and the bottom of the cast (a maximum of about 1500 m) on the assumption that deep slope currents are small. The deeper 
profiles often show a substantial region of near-constant speed and direction near the bottom of the profile. Directly 

measured deep currents over the slope (Hamilton 1990) are observed to be weak (<15 cm s−1). The removed velocities 

often have magnitudes of 10–12 cm s−1, which are about twice the maximum values reported by Sandford et al. (1987) and 
Glenn et al. (1990) using similar procedures. However, the near-surface velocities of the smoothed and corrected AXCP 
profiles agree very well with velocities estimated from drifters and current meters.

c. Current meter velocities  

The shelf-break current meter data were obtained from the LATEX A program and filtered consecutively with 3- and 40-h 
low-pass Lanzcos kernels. The resulting 40-HLP records are decimated to 6-h intervals and rotated so that the  component 
is aligned with the general trend of the isobaths at the mooring site. This is indicated by the notation Rθ, where θ is the 
direction (deg True) of the  component, after the instrument ID which consists of the mooring number appended with T, 
M, or B (for top, middle, and bottom). For example, the 12-m instrument on mooring 4 is identified by “04T R25.”  The data 
are presented as 40-HLP time series or daily averaged vectors obtained from the 40-HLP velocities.

d. Hydrographic fields  

All hydrographic data has been gridded using the statistical interpolation method given by Pedder (1993), which is an 
iterative method similar to the Barnes (1964) two-pass scheme and its successors. In the majority of interpolations the 
influence scale, estimated as a mean separation of data points over the grid, used by the Gaussian influence function, is taken 
to be 40 km. The method is iterated to convergence (usually between 16 and 40 iterations) so that the differences between 
interpolated and observed fields at the data points are minimized. More details of the method can be found in Pedder (1993). 

To calculate dynamic height fields, salinities have to be estimated from the XBT temperature profiles. The method is as 
follows: the differences between depths calculated from travel time for the XBTs and pressure for the CTDs are corrected 
for the T7 XBTs using the formulas given by Singer (1990). The salinities for each temperature are estimated by taking the 
five nearest CTD profiles from the same survey or different surveys of similar features. The salinities are weighted by 1/(R 
+ 1), where R is the distance in kilometers from the XBT to the CTD station. In the first two years of the LATEX C 



program, the aircraft surveys were usually preceded or followed by one of the GulfCet cruises, which included CTD casts 
(Table 2 ). In the third year, the GulfCet cruises, from the same time of year as the XBT survey in question, were still the 
primary source of CTD data, sometimes supplemented by the AXCTD data from flight F21SLOPE and older CTD casts 
from specific features such as LC eddies. For surface dynamic height anomalies, using estimated salinities, relative to 780 
dbar (the deepest depth of stretched XBT profiles), the accuracies are approximately 2 and 5 dyn cm for using GulfCet 
CTD data from the same or adjacent months in the same or different years, respectively (Table 2 ). The dynamic height 
anomaly calculations for the slope region employ the method given by Csanady (1979) for integrating the bottom density 
profile across the isobaths. Both the GulfCet and LATEX C surveys used transects that were perpendicular to the general 
trend of the slope isobaths. Only stations with bottom depths less than 780 m on the upper slope require the integration of 
bottom densities from south to north along the transects (Csanady 1979). The method is considered accurate if the bottom 
σt isolines are approximately parallel to the isobaths so that the integration along the transect is independent of position. This 

is a reasonable assumption on the upper slope.

After the dynamic height anomaly is gridded, geostrophic velocity and relative vorticity are calculated using 
straightforward finite difference formulas. The geostrophic velocities are slightly smoothed with one pass of a Shapiro 
(1975) filter that suppresses any 2Δ noise in the fields where Δ is the grid spacing of order 10 km. 

3. Results  

The smoothed orbits of drifters in eddies U, V, W, and Y are given in Fig. 1 . Brief descriptions of the life histories of 
these eddies, as far as they can be inferred from the data, follow below. Reasonable speculation on the sequence of events is 
sometimes needed where data is incomplete or missing.

Eddy U was initially a large (diameter 300 km), vigorous Loop Current eddy that formed in the early summer of 1992. 
In Fig. 1a , drifter 02447 made one circuit of the eddy in late August 1992 and then entered a smaller anticyclonic eddy, 
located to the northwest over the base of the slope at about 92.5°W. This smaller anticyclone, named eddy V, appears from 
ERS-1 altimetry to have been shed from eddy U during August and September 1992 (see Fig. 7  in Biggs et al. 1996). 
Eastward flow, along the periphery of the still-combined eddies U and V, was observed between 27.5° and 26.5°N at 
hydrographic stations over the lower slope in mid-August 1992 (F02SLOPE and GulfCet02 surveys). A separation (at station 
11, Fig. 1a ) between eddies U and V was evident in an AXBT transect (F04LEDDY) on 11 October 1992 and was 
confirmed by a Ship-of-Opportunity Program (SOOP) hydrographic transect for 28–31 October 1992, when eddy U was 
seeded with drifter 02449. Thus, between August and November 1992, eddy U remained in much the same position at about 
91°W (Fig. 1a ). Eddy U subsequently moved to the southwest as tracked by drifter 02449, eventually merging with a 
remnant of eddy T in the western Gulf of Mexico. Eddy T had been shed from the Loop Current about 11 months earlier 
than eddy U (Biggs et al. 1996). 

During September to November 1992, eddy V moved westward along the base of the slope. At the end of August 1992, 
ERS-1 altimetry data indicated there was a large cyclone centered about 25°N, 94.5°W (see Fig. 7d  in Biggs et al. 1996). 
The presence of this cyclone is also indicated by the track of drifter 07493 (Fig. 1a ), which skirted its periphery before 
moving northward over the slope under the influence of eddy V’s swirl currents. This cyclone, which persisted as a more 
than 20 dyn cm anomaly in September and October 1992 ERS-1 altimetry, is probably responsible for the fairly rapid 
westward translation of eddy V. Eddy V was surveyed a number of times between mid-November 1992 and May 1993, 
after its arrival at the base of the slope (2000-m isobath) in the northwestern corner of the Gulf of Mexico at about 95°W. In 
the latter half of December 1992, eddy V made an abrupt excursion northward onto the lower slope. Between February and 
April 1993, the eddy remained in the northwest corner, strongly affecting currents along the shelf break. There is some 
evidence from altimetry (Berger et al. 1996) that eddy V elongated along its north–south axis in April 1993 and possibly split 
into two. During May 1993, drifter 06938 left the shelf near 94°W and became entrained in the northern remnant of eddy V 
(Fig. 1b ). Its track shows that this eddy was over the middle of the slope and was drifting westward toward 96°W, 
probably under the influence of the cyclonic circulation centered about 25°N, 95°W shown by the subsequent path of drifter 
06938.

A SOOP hydrographic transect for 1–4 June 1993 and satellite AVHRR imagery from early June 1993 showed that a very 
large (diameter >300 km) eddy W (Walker et al. 1993) had recently detached from the LC. The ship transect found the 
depth of the 15°C isotherm exceeded 450 m in this eddy, and the dynamic height difference between center and periphery 
was +68 cm (Table 2  in Biggs et al. 1996). Drifter 02448 (Fig. 1b ), initially deployed in the center of this feature, 
moved to the northwest and became entrained in a much smaller, fairly weak anticyclone that seems to have been shed from 
the massive eddy W. This small anticyclone will be called WN. There is some evidence from altimetry (Berger et al. 1996) 

that a larger fragment of eddy W moved into the western Gulf in southwesterly direction at the same time when WN was 

formed. After being entrained into eddy WN, drifter 02448 showed that this eddy moved westward along the base of the 

slope to about 92°W. At this point, at the beginning of August 1993, the eddy and the surrounding slope were surveyed with 
AXBTs. The survey showed a relatively small, elongated eddy with drifter orbits similar in size to those of eddy V, but with 



much less vigorous swirl velocities. The AXBT survey showed the anticyclone interacting with a cyclonic cold eddy (C1) 
on the lower slope at about 93°W. Drifter 06938 made a counterclockwise circuit of this cold eddy in August 1993 (Fig. 1b 

). The AXBT survey suggests that the interaction caused the deeper sections of eddy WN to be forced up onto the middle 

slope. Immediately after the interaction, eddy WN moved rapidly away from the slope in a south-southwest direction. This is 

a completely different track from that of eddy V, which remained close to the northern slope in its journey across the Gulf 
of Mexico. Drifter 02448 was later entrained in a large anticyclone situated in deep water at about 24°N, 93.5°W. This 
circulation was probably the major fragment of the original eddy W, which the altimetry indicated moved fairly rapidly 
westward while the northern portion (WN) remained stalled on the lower northern slope. Therefore, it appears that drifter 

02448 and eddy WN (Fig. 1b ) were reentrained into eddy W in September 1993 and tracked its interaction with the 

Mexican slope until January 1994. Throughout this five-month period, eddy W moved slowly northward along the base of 
the Mexican slope with little evidence of any decrease in size or vigor of its circulation.

Eddy X was shed from the Loop Current in the fall of 1993. Unfortunately, it was not successfully seeded with a drifter 
nor transited by a SOOP cruise; thus, the details of its life history can be inferred only from SST and SSH remote sensing 
data. It will not be discussed further in this paper.

Eddy Y detached from the Loop Current during the summer of 1994. It was seeded with two drifters, 12376 and 12377, 
in September 1994 and was surveyed once in October and twice in November of that same year. It was also surveyed by 
SOOP cruises in October and again in November 1994 (see Table 2  in Biggs et al. 1996). The eddy was of moderate size 
and was tracked as it moved west-southwestward, seaward of the 2000-m isobath, until it reached about 94°W in February 
1995 (Fig. 1c ). At this point, the drifters moved out of the eddy and indicate interactions with a large slope cyclone (C2) 
to the north, and an anticyclone (possibly a remnant of eddy X) to the west, against the Mexican slope (Fig. 1c ). 
Because two drifters were simultaneously tracking eddy Y for about four months, they provide an opportunity to compare 
the results of the ellipse model for the two tracks and determine if the type of orbit distortions discussed by Glenn and 
Ebbesmyer (1993) occur for this eddy. The LATEX hydrographic surveys ended in November 1994; therefore only the 
early stage of eddy Y’s life history, while it was over the deep water of the central Gulf, was surveyed. 

a. Kinematic analyses  

The ellipse parameters for eddies V (buoys 02447 and 02451, drogued at 6 and 50 m, respectively), U (buoy 02449, 
drogued at 100 m), W (buoy 02448, drogued at 50 m), and Y (buoys 12376 and 12377, both drogued at 100 m) are given in 
Figs. 2–5 , respectively. Eddies U and Y follow paths and have similar characteristics to other previously studied Gulf of 
Mexico anticyclones (Kirwan et al. 1984a; Lewis et al. 1989; Glenn and Ebbesmyer 1993). The analyses show a general 
increase in rotational period over time, small divergence D, and relatively unsteady translation speeds characterized by 
periods of rapid translation followed by relative stalls, clockwise rotation of ellipse axes that slow with time and often 
become stationary in the far western part of the Gulf, and swirl velocities that decay quite slowly. Superimposed on these 
trends, some of the records have long period (25–30 day) oscillations of the parameters [e.g., eddy V after 15 December 
1992 (Fig. 2 ) and eddy U after February 1993 (Fig. 3 )]. An example of the stalls and sprints in the eddy center 
positions is given in the first half of the translation velocity records for eddy U (Fig. 3 ), where there is a relatively slow 

drift to the west at 5 cm s−1 followed by a “sprint”  (speeds >10 cm s−1) to the southwest in December 1992. A more 
detailed analysis, given below, of the stalls and sprints of eddy Y and the accompanying departures from solid body rotation 
is possible because of the two concurrent drifter tracks.

Another common feature of mature eddies is their almost constant . Both U (after February 1993) and W (after October 
1993) show changes in rotational period being compensated by changes in eccentricity [see (3)]. Total vorticity, f  + , tends 
to increase between the central and western Gulf. For conservation of total vorticity, the magnitude of  would need to 
decrease because of the southwesterly paths. Only about half the observed magnitude decrease is accounted for by the 
change in f. 

Eddy V (Fig. 2 ) has many similar characteristics to the other eddies except that its center track is much farther north 
than previously observed. After moving rapidly due west along the base of the slope and stalling in the northwest corner 
from about 5 November to 15 December 1992, the center was displaced up onto the slope and some large perturbations in 
center position and orbital parameters follow. Some aspects of these perturbations were caught by surveys.

The subsidiary anticyclone, WN, tracked by the first part of the buoy 02448 path, shows the characteristics of decay 

(Fig. 4 ). Relative, and therefore, total vorticity decreased and, if potential vorticity is conserved, the depth of the 
isotherms would be expected to shoal. The 4 August 1993 survey indicate a weak anticyclone with the depths of the 15° and 
8°C isotherms at only 300 and 600 m, respectively. This compares to 375 and 725 m for the similar sized but vigorous eddy 
V at a nearby position on the slope in October 1992. As the mean radii of the orbits become smaller in July and August, the 
rotational period becomes shorter. This shows that the eddy is not in solid body rotation; otherwise, the center would not be 



rotating faster than the edges and the period would be approximately constant.

b. Orbit distortions  

The center paths of the orbits of 12376 and 12377 in eddy Y show two regions of substantial discrepancies. The first is 
from about 1 to 15 November when both eddy centers accelerate to the northwest and then abruptly to the south, returning 
to the general southwest trend of the eddy center path. Even though the paths are similar, the phasing of the changes in 
translation velocities are different. This event will be examined in more detail below. The second event occurs between 15 
December and 10 January. In this event, the center positions of 12376 have large deviations both to the south and north of 
the westerly trending path of 12377. However, this period contains the last two very large highly elliptical orbits 12376 
before it is expelled from the eddy (Fig. 1c ). These orbits have substantially longer rotational periods than the smaller 
orbit of 12377 (Fig. 5 ); therefore, 12376 is probably orbiting outside the core of Y and being influenced by external 
circulations that could distort the orbit fits for this buoy. Illustrations of the orbits for 21 December and 5 January are given 
in Figs. 6e and 6f , respectively. 

Selected orbits for both buoys are given in Fig. 6 . On 6 November the center of 12377, the outer orbit, has moved 
past the center of the inner orbit. By 11 November the positions of the centers have reversed, with 12377 lagging 12376. 
The centers become approximately coincident on about 21 November. The alignments of the inner and outer orbit centers on 
6 and 11 November are approximately in the direction of subsequent propagation to the northwest and south, respectively. 
However, these directions differ from the southwesterly direction that would be predicted by topographic Rossby wave 
dispersion, which dominates over planetary Rossby wave dispersion on the lower slope following the arguments of Smith 
(1986) and Glenn and Ebbesmeyer (1993). A more likely explanation of the distortion is the interaction of Y with a cyclone 
situated on the lower slope at about 93°W, shown in the 8°C isotherm depth maps in Figs. 6a and 6c . The initial 
northward movement of the eddy between 6 and 11 November is probably a result of the self-advective tendency by the 
strong northward flows between cyclone and anticyclone.

The abrupt move of Y to the south after 11 November could be a result of the mutual rotation of the cyclone–anticyclone 
pair in the direction of the stronger anticyclonic vortex. The cyclone is propagating northward onto the slope at roughly 5 

km day−1, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 6a and 6c . This movement is much slower than the orbital velocities of 
outer part of Y and the speed of rotation of the ellipse axes. This may indicate that the shallow depths of the slope are 
constraining the motion of cyclone around Y and to compensate Y moves back into deeper water and resumes solid body 
rotation as can be seen in Fig. 6d  for 1 December. There is little evidence of any substantial change in size or change in 
rotational periods, and therefore vorticity (Fig. 5 ), during this event. Thus, eddy Y’s encounter with the cyclone seems 
to have caused geometric distortion of orbital circulation and a perturbation in the path of the eddy center but otherwise left 
the eddy unscathed.

A similar conclusion can be drawn from the encounter of WN with its cyclone (C1) in August 1993. The hydrographic 

survey showed the eddy being perturbed by the slope cyclone to the west. The track of drifter 06938 shows the position of 
the cyclone, and the dynamic height and geostrophic velocity fields (Fig. 7 ) suggest that C1 circulation was connected to 
the large elliptical cyclone shown by the July track of 06938 (Fig. 1b ). Both cyclone and anticyclone are highly elliptical 
with eccentricities of 3.4 and 2.1, respectively. Vorticity from the drifter orbits (the cyclone rotational period is 11 days) 
have similar magnitudes, and this is also apparent from the surface vorticity map (Fig. 7c ). The cyclone has a strong 
presence, and the effect is to split the anticyclone’s vorticity into two parts. The anticyclonic patch in the middle of the 
slope almost exactly complements the cyclone’s vorticity. The deep temperature field shows a similar pattern with the deep 
warm anomaly of WN advected northward around the strong cold anomaly of the cyclone (not shown). In the surface layer, 

the cyclone is barely observed, and the warm surface water of WN has a more conventional elliptical shape (not shown). 

The geostrophic velocity field shows a speed distribution that does not increase linearly from the center of WN and explains 

why the buoy orbits faster with smaller mean radii (Fig. 7b ). 

The interaction of WN with the cyclone seems to cause the anticyclone to begin to split into two. One consequence is the 

generation of a strong northward jet between the two eddies, which bifurcates just south of the shelf break producing 
onshore flow nearing mooring 11 and strong eastward flows east of 92°W, agreeing with the velocities observed at 
moorings 12 and 13 (Figs. 7a and 7b ). Comparing the dynamic height anomalies at 0 and 400 dbar (Figs. 7a and 7d ) 
shows that one effect of the northward flow is to move the deep positive and negative anomalies farther north and closer 
together than indicated by their surface expressions and the track of the surface drifts 06938 around the cyclone.

The final example of an eddy moving up on the slope with accompanying distortions in the circulation is the abrupt 
movement of eddy V onto the midslope followed by a return to the base of the slope in December 1992 and January 1993. 
In this case, however, there is no obvious cause such as another adjacent vigorous eddy captured either by drifters or 
surveys. Following the movement onto the slope and the period of rapidly converging orbits at the end of December, the 



hydrography (Fig. 8a ) shows the buoy track was within the 130 dyn cm contour, but AXCP averaged velocities indicate 
that solid body rotation extended out to about the 110 dyn cm contour in the northwest corner. The strongest currents, both 
observed and from geostrophy (Fig. 8b ), were on the northern and northwestern edges, implying that the eddy would 
move southward, which it subsequently did toward the end of January.

Figure 8c  shows the tracks of three drifters orbiting eddy V at the end of January. Two (02451 and 07835), drogued 
at 50 m, followed parallel tracks, and the analysis of the inner complete orbit placed the center on the 2000-m isobath with 
the major axis directed toward the northwest. The near-surface drifter (02447) analysis for 21 January 1993, however, 
placed its ellipse center about 30 km north of the 2000-m isobath with the major axis directed northward. This center from 
surface drifter was also translating southeastward, whereas the deeper center was almost stationary. All the other 
parameters (Fig. 2 ) are reasonably consistent with each other for the two analyzed drifters. The rms errors in the orbit 
fits are <10 km and, because the inner and outer orbits of 02451 and 07835 are similar though 07835 is clearly in the outer 
cyclonic shear zone of the eddy, topographic Rossby wave dispersion does not account for the center differences because it 
would also be apparent in these orbits and the ellipse axes would be aligned. The inference is that the deeper layers of the 
eddy return to an equilibrium position after the eddy was forced northward onto the slope, more rapidly than the surface 
layers, causing the vertical axis of rotation to tilt.

By the time of the next hydrographic survey (Gulfcet04) at the end of February (Fig. 8d ), the eddy was still at the 
base of the slope. Rotational period, estimated from the vorticity, was about 11 days and eccentricity had increased to about 
1.6 with the major axis directed north–south. There was a peripheral cyclone on the upper slope to the east, which is also 
hinted at in the moored currents from moorings 08 and 09 in Fig. 8c . There is also an indication from the moored 
currents, at 04, 47, and 05 in Fig. 8d  that another cyclone was situated to the west. The R/V Gyre SOOP cruise 93G-03 
showed that a third region of cyclonic circulation lay ESE of eddy V between 26.5° and 25.5°N along 93°W. The dynamic 
height field of this 100-km diameter cyclone reached a low of 88 dyn cm in the interior of this feature (Biggs et al. 1997). 

4. Statistics  

The statistics of the kinematic parameters are summarized in Table 3  in terms of means over selected portions of the 
paths of eddies U, V, WN, W, and Y. There are a few general trends in these means. When an eddy approaches the Mexican 

slope, it seems to have a significantly longer rotational period than earlier in its life after it became separated from the Loop 
Current. The decrease in f, because of the southwest paths, only accounts for about half the decrease in magnitude of  
under the assumption that f  +  is constant, for eddies U and W. Eddies V and Y also showed increasing rotational periods 
with time. Second, when an anticyclone is in contact with the slope region, decay or dissipation appears to be small and 
occurs over timescales on the order of one month. Third, an interaction with another eddy or with slope topography seems 
to decrease or stop the clockwise rotation rate of the semimajor axis of the ellipse. Fourth, larger more vigorous eddies (i.e., 
U and Y), in the central Gulf of Mexico, tend to have longer rotational periods and slower clockwise rotation rates than their 
smaller cousins (i.e., V and WN). 

It is noteworthy (Table 3 ) that swirl velocities derived from drifters remain relatively constant. Simultaneous 
comparisons of drifter swirl velocities with the temperature fields show that, for a vigorous mature eddy, the drifter tracks 
tend to follow the 200-m contour of the 20°C isotherm. The resulting mean radii are generally about half the true radius of 
the region where the eddy is in approximate solid body rotation. Similar results were obtained by Glenn and Ebbesmyer 
(1993) when buoy orbits and isotherm depths were compared. When the eddy begins to slow its rotation rate, the drifter 
tends to move to a larger radius, closer to the edge, thereby maintaining swirl velocity magnitudes. Thus, the drifter-derived 
swirl velocities alone may not be a good indication of the vigor of an anticyclone.

A comparison of average relative vorticity  calculated from dynamic height and from buoy orbit parameters by (3) is 
given in Table 4  for hydrographic surveys listed in Table 2  and marked by event lines in Figs. 2–5 . Calculations 
of  from dynamic height are inherently noisy, and the results are dependent on the resolution of the stations, how much of 
the eddy is mapped, and the influence scale of the Gaussian filter used to grid the data. A conservative estimate of the 

accuracy for a relatively low resolution survey (e.g., Gulfcet04, Fig. 8d ) is ±5 × 10−6 s−1. For the calculations in Table 
4 ,  is averaged for the region inside the dynamic height contour that best coincides with the buoy orbit and for the 
region of the eddy where  is negative (or positive for WN’s cyclone). The best database is for eddy V, and the maximum 

dynamic height anomaly and relative vorticity have quite a bit of variability over the five cruises. Therefore, there is some 
support for the notion that eddy V was affected by exchanges with adjacent eddies such as U and the northern remnants of 
T. The means of all the realizations are reasonably consistent with the buoy orbit derived , being about 150% of the 
equivalent , derived from hydrography, which is only a little greater than the magnitude of the negative  region. The orbit 
calculations assume solid body rotation and, thus, homogenous  inside the orbit. The differences with the hydrography 
indicate deviations from this assumption for the surface geostrophic velocity fields of an average anticyclone. The largest 
discrepancies between the three measures of  was for the August 1994 survey of WN, which was clearly not in solid body 



rotation as discussed above.

5. Ensemble statistics  

The previous section summarizes the statistics of the individual Loop Current eddies studies during the LATEX program. 
This section calculates mean Lagrangian statistics for eddies tracked with drifters for more than one month between 1985 
and 1995. The drifter paths prior to LATEX were obtained by the previous Gulf of Mexico Physical Oceanography 
Program, and their kinematic analyses are given in SAIC (1988, 1989), Lewis et al. (1989), and Biggs et al. (1996). For this 
analysis, these paths were smoothed and parameters calculated using the least square ellipse model of Glenn et al. (1990), 
exactly the same as for the LATEX drifters discussed above. Table 5  gives the eddy names and the drifters that were 
analyzed. Figure 9  shows the paths of the centers of these eddies derived from the ellipse model calculations. 

The ensemble of eddy paths in Fig. 9  has a predominantly southwesterly trend and occupies a broad area of 2°–3° 
latitude in width in the center of the deep basin. In this context, the path of eddy V appears to be anomalous in that it moves 
from east to west (Fig. 1a ) and is closer to the slope than any other observed eddy. There are substantial deviations from 
the southwesterly trend near the Mexican slope. Therefore, in the statistics, the paths have been divided into portions that are 
east and west of 94°W (Table 5 ) so that eddies propagating through the deep basin are separated from those eddies being 
influenced by the topography of the Mexican slope.

Following Davis (1985), the Lagrangian auto- and cross-correlations of the u and  components of the center translation 
velocities are calculated for each path (or partial path) in Fig. 9  that is east or west of 94°W and then ensemble averaged. 
The results are given in Fig. 10 . In the deep basin, the Lagrangian autocorrelation timescale is about 5 days for both 
components. This is about half the mean eddy period. West of 94°W, the u and  component timescales are about 13 and 7–
8 days, respectively, which are on the order of the eddy period. Autocorrelation timescales for the smoothed drifter 
velocities are about half the eddy period, as would be expected for strongly circular motions (not shown). The eddy center 
velocity ensemble mean cross-correlations are relatively weak in the basin, but significant near the slope. For the latter,  
lags behind u by 7 days, and the symmetrical shape indicates a periodicity on the order of 20 days. Examination of the paths 
in Fig. 9  shows many portions with anticyclonic curvature and periodicities on the order of 20–30 days in all parts of the 
Gulf of Mexico. This periodicity was also noted in the individual analyses of eddies V, U + T, and W. Thus, Lagrangian 
timescales are relatively short compared to the 100-day path length, but increase toward the slope and become less 
isotropic with the east–west (u) timescale, becoming longer as the east–west locations become more stationary adjacent to 
the slope.

Vukovich and Crissman (1986) analyzed eddy paths from imagery and indicated that northward movement is 
characteristic of eddies colliding with the slope around 23°–24°N. This is the case for several eddies tracked by drifters, 
including eddy W (Fig. 1b ) and the eddy tracked by Kirwan et al. (1984a). In this limited sample of seven drifter-tracked 
eddies, however, the ensemble mean, northward translation velocity component (Table 6 ) is not significantly different 
from zero, and, therefore, there seems to be no preferred direction of propagation along the slope after the eddies collide 
with the western boundary. Possible explanations of this difference in path statistics between the two types of data are the 
limited sample size, and also there may be biases in the imagery database because of relatively high degree cloud cover and 
low thermal contrast in the Bay of Campeche that makes eddies difficult to track in this region.

In Table 6 , mean radii and swirl velocities decrease between east and west, but the period only increases by 0.6 days. 
This is less than observed for individual eddies, such as U (Fig. 3 ), and may be the result of using a different set of eddy 
paths in each of the regions. However, these three parameters together indicate a weakening of the eddy circulation in the 
west.

Mean ellipse eccentricities are close to the expected β Rossby number (1.5) for eddy shedding by the Loop Current 
(Hurlburt and Thompson 1982). Relative vorticity is basically constant in the two regions, However, mean latitudes for the 

paths east and west of 94°W differ by about 1.5° and thus, mean total vorticity decrease by −1.7 × 10−6 s−1 between east 
and west. These statistics indicate a relatively slow decay of circulation as eddies propagate across the western Gulf and 
interact with the western slope. This is consistent with Elliott’s (1982) estimate of O(1 yr) decay timescale for western gulf 
eddies based on hydrographic survey data.

6. Summary  

The kinematics and paths of Loop Current anticyclones in the western Gulf of Mexico have been studied using the Glenn 
et al. (1990) feature model applied to Lagrangian drifter tracks. Buoy data from 1992 to 1994 obtained during the LATEX 
program were used to characterize the unusual behavior of eddies V and WN, and eddies V, W, and Y. The latter had many 

similarities to eddy paths previously analyzed by Kirwan et al. (1984b), Lewis et al. (1989), and Glenn and Ebbesmyer, 
(1993) among others. 



A few of the eddies (V, WN, and Y) were surveyed by ship and aircraft at different stages of their lives. Maps of dynamic 

height anomaly and relative vorticity were compared with buoy orbit analyses where appropriate. Eddy V was apparently 
shed from the much larger U that in September 1992 moved rapidly westward along the base of the slope and stalled in the 
northwest corner of the Gulf. It made an excursion into shallower water in January 1993 that involved distortion of the 
orbits of different drifters drogued at the surface and 50 m, which caused the central axis of rotation to tilt. The path of V 
was much closer to the slope than other “northern path”  eddies such as fast eddy (B) (Lewis et al. 1989) and Y, and its 
behavior was also different than B’s when it reached the western boundary in that a companion cyclone was not generated 
in the manner shown by Lewis et al. (1989) and the model of Smith (1986). 

Eddy WN was also a subsidiary anticyclone of the much larger eddy W, and WN also initially propagated westward along 

the base of the slope to 91.5°W where it strongly interacted with a cyclone on the lower slope. Unlike V, WN had a fairly 

weak circulation that decayed quite rapidly over its 4-month lifetime and it is doubtful that its circulation was ever in solid 
body rotation. A hydrographic survey showed strong distortions of the anticyclone’s vorticity and dynamic height fields 
caused by the encounter with the slope cyclone.

For eddy Y, which tracked quite steadily southwestward, parallel to the isobath trends of the northern slope in the second 
half of 1994, an encounter with a lower slope cyclone was documented. This event caused a northward perturbation of the 
center path and displacements of the inner and outer orbits of the two buoys in the eddy. The offsetting of the center of the 
orbits, and the departure from solid body rotation, has been observed before and attributed to topographic and planetary 
Rossby wave dispersion by Glenn and Ebbesmyer (1993). In this event, the direction of the displacements was not 
consistent with topographic Rossby wave dispersion and was more likely a result of the interaction with the cyclone.

Another characteristic that was observed for eddies U, V, and W as they approached the western slope was the presence 
of 20–30 day oscillations of the ellipse parameters. Ensemble statistics of ten historical eddies also showed similar period 
anticyclonic perturbations of the center paths of the orbits obtained from the feature model. It may be significant that the 
spectra of deep currents obtained from moored arrays also show prominent 20–30 day period peaks that have been 
attributed to topographic Rossby waves (Hamilton 1990). 

The ensemble statistics also showed that there were no preferred areas of the deep basin for eddies as the paths were 
fairly evenly distributed by latitude. Therefore, a distinction between northern and southern eddy paths may be artificial. 
There was also no bias in the north–south direction that eddies take after encountering the western slope. Vukovich and 
Crissman (1986), using imagery to track eddies determined that eddies that impinged on the slope around 23°–24°N (the 
majority) tended to migrate northward along the slope. Lagrangian timescales calculated from translation velocities of the 
eddies were about 5 days in the basin and 13 days against the slope. Based on rotational period, relative vorticity and mean 
radius, the decay of eddies between the main basin and the western slope is quite small.
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Table 1. Gulf of Mexico LATEX drifters.
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Table 2. Gulf of Mexico northern slope hydrographic surveys.
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Table 3. Summary statistics of ellipse model parameters.
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Table 4. Comparison of eddy relative vorticity from buoy orbits and dynamic height.
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Table 5. Drifters in Loop Current eddies.
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Table 6. Lagrangian mean statistics of Gulf of Mexico Loop Current eddies.
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Fig. 1. Smoothed tracks for buoys (a) 02447 (dashed: eddies U and V), 02449 (solid: eddy U), and 07493 (solid: cyclone C6); (b) 
02448 (solid: eddy W) and 06938 (dashed: eddy V); and (c) 12376 (solid) and 12377 (dashed: eddy Y). Arrow heads are every 5 
days. In (a)
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Fig. 1. (Continued) station positions for the F04LEDDY AXBT survey of eddies U and V are indicated with small crosses, and 
LATEX A numbered shelf-break moorings are marked with solid squares. 
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Fig. 1. (Continued) 
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Fig. 2. Time series of ellipse parameters from model fits to the paths of buoys 02447 (solid) and 02451 (dashed) in eddy V. The 
parameters from the bottom are period; divergence; inclination; major, minor (dashed), and mean (heavy solid) semiaxis lengths; 
east (shaded) and north (dashed) translation velocity components, with translation speed (heavy solid); swirl speed; and relative 
vorticity. The top panel shows the 40-HLP velocity vectors from the 12-m level of mooring 49. Up is along isobath toward the 
east. Lines mark times of surveys and events discussed in the text.
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Fig. 3. Time series of ellipse parameters from model fits to the paths of buoys 02449 in eddy U. Parameters are as in Fig. 2 . 
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Fig. 4. Time series of ellipse parameters from model fits to the paths of buoy 02448 in eddy W. Parameters are as in Fig. 2 . 
The top panel shows the 40-HLP velocity vectors from the 12-m level of mooring 12. Up is along isobath toward the east. Event 
line marks the time of the F10SLOPE survey.
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Fig. 5. Time series of ellipse parameters from the analyses of buoys 12376 (solid) and 12377 (dashed). From the bottom, the time 
series are period, divergence, inclination of the major axis to east, mean radius, eccentricity, east and north, translation velocity, 
translation speed, swirl speed, and relative vorticity. The event line marks the date of the F18LEDDY survey.
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Fig. 6. Selected orbits from buoy analyses of 12376 (solid) and 12377 (dashed) for (a) 6 Nov 1994, (b) 11 Nov 1994, (c) 14 Nov 
1994, (d) 1 Dec 1994, (e) 21 Dec 1994, and (f) 5 Jan 1995. (a) and (c) show the depth (m) of the 8°C temperature surface from 
surveys F20SLOPE and F21SQUIRT, respectively. Depths above 500 m are shaded.
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Fig. 6. (Continued) 
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Fig. 6. (Continued) 
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Fig. 7. Dynamic height (a), geostrophic velocity (b), and relative vorticity (c: positive values shaded) at the surface, and 
dynamic height at 400 dbar (d) relative to 780 dbar for the F10SLOPE and F11LEDDY surveys. Daily velocity vectors from buoys 
06938 (cyclone C1) and 02448 (eddy WN) are overlaid beginning 30 July 1993, and daily averaged  
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Fig. 7. (Continued) 40-HLP velocities from the LATEX A moorings (solid squares) from the 12-m level are shown for 4 August 
in (a). Ellipse axes for 2 and 12 August (buoy 02448), and 7 August (buoy 06938) are shown in (a) and (d).
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Fig. 7. (Continued) 
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Fig. 7. (Continued) 
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Fig. 8. Dynamic height and surface geostrophic velocity plots for survey F06SPECIAL (a,b) and dynamic height from survey 
Gulfcet04 (d). Average smoothed velocities from the AXCP profiles are shown as heavy dashed arrows emanating from crosses 
for 4–6 January (a). Daily velocity vectors from buoys 07835 (drogued at 50 m, beginning 14 January 1993), 02451 (drogued at 50 
m) and 02447, 
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Fig. 8. (Continued) (drogued at 6 m; beginning 15 January) are given in (c). Daily averaged 40-HLP velocities from the LATEX 
A moorings (solid squares) from the 12-m (dashed) and 100-m (solid) levels are given for 25 January (c) and 21 February (d), and 
the ellipse axes are given for 21 January with the solid squares in the center of the eddy marking the ellipse centers 24 h earlier (c). 
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Fig. 8. (Continued) 
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Fig. 8. (Continued) 
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Fig. 9. Paths of center positions of the eddies given in Table 5 . Arrow heads are at 10-day intervals. 
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Fig. 10. Ensemble Lagrangian time-lagged correlations of east (U) and north (V) components of eddy translation velocity (‹UU›  
solid; ‹VV›  short dashed; and ‹UV›  long dashed). (a) Paths east of 94°W and (b) paths west of 94°W.

 

 

1 The LATEX program was a major study of the Louisiana and Texas continental shelves and slopes. Parts A and C were devoted to shelf and 
slope physical oceanography, respectively.
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